
The Maltese Falcon by Dashiell Hammett 1934  

Hardcover, Good Condition - $125 

 

This classic detective novel, adapted several times for the big screen, features private 

investigator Sam Spade in a story of murder, lies, double-crossing, and the namesake Maltese 

falcon. This vintage edition, from The Modern Library, was printed in 1934 and is in good 

condition despite its missing book jacket. American websites value this version at over $150.00 

 



Lenin Lives! by Gregory O'Brien 1984 

Hardcover, Used, Good Condition, Inscribed by the author - $25 

 

From the book jacket: "It begins with an Associated Press newswire from Moscow: 'Soviet 
officials here today claimed they have performed a medical feat of sensational proportions: 
the resurrection of Russian revolutionary leader V. I. Lenin.' 

President Reagan takes the news skeptically, as do medical scientists at Johns Hopkins and 
Stanford and the University of Chicago. Billy Graham calls the announcement "blasphemous." 
But accredited correspondents from all over the world are summoned to a press briefing at 
the Soviet Ministry of Information. "Good Morning, America" televises the mob scene in Red 
Square.  

Jeane Dixon reveals she had predicted the Lenin story in 1959. And soon an astonished world 
waits breathlessly as Lenin flies to New York to address the United Nations. Lenin Lives! is a 
highly entertaining and very unconventional story of how Western society from politicians and 
the media to the man in the street reacts to the most audacious international news event of 
the twentieth century." 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Manet and the Sea by Juliet Wilson-Bareau & David Degener 2004 

Paperback, Used, Good Condition, Includes program from the exhibit - $17 

 

This beautiful, full-color catalogue and program combination celebrates paintings by Édouard 

Manet. The book was published by the Art Institute of Chicago, the Philadelphia Museum of 

Art, and Amsterdam's Van Gogh Museum in conjunction with an exhibit in Philadelphia. 

Manet's works have been influential and were somewhat controversial at the time for 

breaking rules of convention. He depicted modern life and used different techniques from his 

contemporaries. 



Jude the Obscure by Thomas Hardy, 1923  

Hardcover, Used, damage to dust jacket - $23 

 

This classic novel by Hardy follows Jude Fawley who dreams of attending university and is 

unlucky in love. This vintage edition by The Modern Library is hardcover and has some damage 

to the dust jacket.  



On the Way to Storyland Gerald Yoakam, Kathleen Hester, & Louise Abney, 1955  

Hardcover, Used, Good Condition $30 

 

This collection of short stories will help young readers not only develop language skills but also 

be entertained. The book was created by the authors, two professors of education and one 

director of speech improvement, to support speech and literacy development for kids. This 

edition, from 1955, is illustrated by Milo Winter, is hardcover and is in good condition despite 

some wear on the cover.  

 

 

 

 



Green Mansions by William Henry Hudson, 1944  

Hardcover, Used, Good Condition, Includes outer casing $15 

 

From Wikipedia: "Green Mansions: A Romance of the Tropical Forest is an exotic romance by 

William Henry Hudson about a traveler to the Guyana jungle of southeastern Venezuela and 

his encounter with a forest-dwelling girl named Rima." This edition, copyright 1944, is 

hardcover and features illustrations by E. McKnight Kauffer and is enclosed in its own 

protective sleeve. 

 

 



Dancing Voices: Wisdom of the American Indian by Rex Lee Jim (Editor) 1994  

Hardcover, Used, Like New Condition, $15 

 

This small volume is a collection of essays relating experiences of America's Native Peoples. 

The book is in excellent (like new) condition. 

 

 

  


